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Composites with elliptic inclusions of long semi-axis a and short semi-axis b are studied by the Finite
Element method. The centres of ellipses form a square lattice of the unit lattice constant. The neighbouring
ellipses are perpendicular to each other and their axes are parallel to the lattice axes. The inﬂuence of
geometry and material characteristics on the effective mechanical properties of these anisotropic composites is investigated for deformations applied along lattice axes. It is found that for anisotropic inclusions
of low Young's modulus, when a þ b / 1 the effective Poisson's ratio tends to 1, while the effective
Young's modulus takes very low values. In this case the structure performs the rotating rigid body
mechanism. In the limit of large values of Young's modulus of inclusions, both effective Poisson's ratio and
effective Young's modulus saturate to values which do not depend on Poisson's ratio of inclusions but
depend on geometry of the composite and the matrix Poisson's ratio. For highly anisotropic inclusions of
very large Young's modulus, the effective Poisson's ratio of the composite can be negative for nonauxetic
both matrix and inclusions. This is a very simple example of an auxetic structure being not only entirely
continuous, but with very high Young's modulus. A severe qualitative change in the composite behaviour is
observed as a/b reaches the limit of 1, i.e. inclusions are isotropic. The observed changes in both Poisson's
ratio and Young's modulus are complex functions of parameters deﬁning the composite. The latter allows
one to tailor a material of practically arbitrary elastic parameters.
© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The negative Poisson's ratio (NPR) materials [1,2] coined auxetics
[3], have attracted an increasing interest during last three decades.
There are several mechanisms leading to the auxetic behaviour of
solids [1,4,5,3,7e10] One of them is the rotating rigid units mechanism which has been a subject of intensive studies [11e15]. As it is
well known, that mechanism acts on various length-scales: from
nano to macro scale [11e16] and can be relatively easy applied to
engineering of materials with negative Poisson's ratio [17e19].
Namely, one can cut holes of certain shapes in various (periodic)
manners in order to obtain rigid units connected with narrow regions imitating the hinges allowing the rigid units to rotate
[17,18,20e24]. The elliptic voids were introduced for the ﬁrst time in
the paper by Bertoldi and co-workers [25]. (In fact, the elliptic shape
of the initially circular inclusions was a consequence of buckling
accompanying the uniaxial compression.) Once the periodic pattern
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of holes is cut, the voids can be ﬁlled with a material of different
mechanical properties. This leads to the idea of periodic composites
made of auxetic and/or conventional materials.
The concept of composites with auxetic inclusions was investigated in a series of publications by Wei and Edwards [26e29] who
proposed approximate analytic solutions for three-dimensional
random composites of auxetic inclusions in frames of the mean
ﬁeld theory. Recently, the notion of auxetic phase as a constituent of a
composite was discussed by Assidi and Ganghoffer [30] and Strek and
co-workers [31e34]. An interesting auxetic composite material which
becomes even more auxetic during stretching was studied by Hou
et al. [35]. Christensen [36] considered effective properties of a
composite consisting of elastic matrix with rigid spherical inclusions.
The latter work is worth to be mentioned here because one of the
aims of the present paper is the analysis of the limit of rigid inclusions.
Discussing composites containing anisotropic inclusions, one should
not forget about the important role of orientation of inclusions, discussed e.g. in the work by Banks-Sills and co-workers [37].
In the present work, the attention is focused on effective mechanical properties of systems with elliptic inclusions of Young's
modulus varying from 0 (void inclusions) to ∞ (perfectly rigid
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inclusions). Axes of neighbouring ellipses of centres forming a
square lattice (of axes x, y) are perpendicular to each other and
parallel to x or y axis, respectively. The aim of this research is to
establish the effective (macroscopic) mechanical properties of such a
composite. The composite is not isotropic. However, for simplicity,
this work is focused on mechanical properties along the x axis being
the direction of applied force. (Studies of the general case will be the
next step.) The analysis is performed by the ﬁnite element method,
as it has already been successfully used in solving other composite
structures [38,39]. We should add here that a preliminary stage of
this research was discussed during the 8th Workshop on “Auxetics
and Related Systems” on September 2011 in Szczecin, Poland [40].
The article is organized as follows. In the Section 2 the model is
introduced, i.e. geometry of the composite and materials forming it
are deﬁned. In the Section 3 the method of solving the model is
described. In the Section 4 the results are presented and discussed.
Section 5 contains the summary and conclusions. Finally, in the
Appendix A the convergence and accuracy of the numerical solutions are considered and the Appendix B contains results for a few
geometries that were not included in the article body to avoid the
legibility reduction.
2. The model
The subject of present studies are planar (2D) structures consisting of the matrix, wherein the elliptical inclusions are arranged in the
periodic manner, see Fig. 1a. As shown in Fig. 1b, the centers of inclusions form the square lattice of the lattice constant D ¼ L0/2, where
D is further taken as a unit on length and L0 stands for the squareshaped periodicity box dimension. The elliptical inclusions have
two possible orientations, horizontal and vertical, with nearest
neighbours being always perpendicular to each other, see Fig. 1a. The
unit cell of the analyzed structure is presented in Fig. 1b. The parameters A and B shown there are the only geometrical factors
describing the semi-major and semi-minor axes of the ellipses
respectively. In this paper dimensionless (divided by the lattice
constant D) geometrical parameters a ¼ A/D and b ¼ B/D are also used.
The structure deﬁned above can be seen as an analogue of either
the rotating square model [11] with square-like elements of the
matrix shown in Fig.1c or as anti-tetrachiral arrangement of the latter
elements [41,6,42]. It is convenient to deﬁne another (dependent)
geometrical quantity Lgap ¼ (1  a  b)D describing the thickness of
the narrowest region of the matrix which is the smallest distance
between the neighbouring inclusions, see Fig. 1a. The mentioned
narrow region will be further referred to as a neck. These necks act as
hinges in the rotating square model or as ribs in the anti-tetrachirals.
Apart from the geometrical parameters of the structure, the
mechanical properties of the composite constituents are of essential importance. Elastic properties of isotropic materials within the
linear elasticity theory are fully characterized by only two quantities [43]. In this work Young's modulus, E, and Poisson's ratio, n,
play this role. In the presented system the following parameters are
variable: Poisson's ratio of the matrix (nmatr) and inclusions (nincl),
as well as the Young's modulus of the inclusions (Eincl). These parameters are as follows:

nmatr 2f0:99; 0:49; 0:0; 0:49g;
nincl 2f0:99; 0:49; 0:0; 0:49g;
Eincl ¼ 10i ðin proper unitsÞ; where i ¼ 8; 7; …; 6:
It is worth to add that the Young's modulus (Ematr) of the matrix
plays the role of the reference value, being constant and equal to

Fig. 1. Geometry of the structure (a), within a selected RUC (b) and simulated quarter with
prescribed boundary conditions (c). All boundaries marked with orange lines in Fig. (c)
remain straight lines and do not undergo rotations. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

unity (in proper units). Possibility of such a choice of the matrix
Young's modulus is a consequence of the linear elasticity used in
this work. Since the solution of the equations is scalable, it is
enough to control the ratio Eincl/Ematr. Using a linear transformation
the obtained solution can be then scaled to a particular value of
Ematr. In turn, the values of the Poisson's ratio for both materials
have been selected in the way presented above to avoid singularities which occur (in the 3D elasticity) for n2f1; 1=2g, whereas
n ¼ 0.49 is the negative approximation of the upper bound of
Poisson's ratio ð1=2Þ in 3D isotopic elasticity.
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One should also stress that the materials of both matrix and
inclusions are Hookean and isotropic. In consequence, the results
for large strains (Fig. 9) presented in the ﬁnal part of the paper take
into account only the geometrical nonlinearities.
As mentioned earlier, the structure shown in Fig. 1 can be seen
as an analogue of either the anti-tetrachiral structure (excluding
the particular case a ¼ b) [42] or the rotating square one [11]. Thus,
in the limit Lgap/D / 0, a negative Poisson's ratio equal to 1
(except when a ¼ b) for the composite studied in the case Eincl/
Ematr / 0 (void inclusions) is just a consequence of the existence of
the mentioned rotating rigid units mechanisms. This is because
there are known analytical expressions for the mechanical properties in the idealized rotating units models. In the case of the
present model, however, when non-empty elliptical inclusions
with variable hardness are investigated, no exact solutions exist
and numerical simulations have to be performed. In the following
section the simulation method is discussed.
3. Method of solution
As the studied structures are perfectly periodic, i.e. without any
disorder, the repeating unit cell (RUC) approach [44,45] can be used
in simulations. The RUC, being the periodicity box, is illustrated in
Fig. 1b. Using the RUC-based simulation instead of simulating large
samples reduces computational costs due to small size of the
simulation domain. However, thanks to the symmetry of the RUC,
the computational region can be further reduced to its quarter, as
shown in Fig. 1c. This reduction must be accompanied by introduction of certain constraints that are described later.
For a single set of parameters characterizing the non-deformed
system, it is possible to evaluate neff and Eeff within only one
simulation step e an uniaxial stretching deformation with the
mandatory use of constraints keeping the boundaries straight lines.
The system remains constrained in such a way for symmetry reasons and in order to eliminate the rigid-body translations and rotations of the deﬁned quarter of RUC. The roller symbols along the
left and bottom boundaries indicate boundary conditions eliminating a single degree of freedom (x for the left symbol and y for the
bottom one) keeping the boundaries straight, which is an immediate consequence of the RUC symmetry. In order to establish the
values of elastic constants the structure undergoes an uni-axial
stretching along the x direction by applying a displacement-type
boundary condition. The displacement ﬁeld applied to the right
boundary denoted in Fig. 1c by red arrows reads {Ux, 0} and remains
constant along the boundary. The system is allowed do deform in
the y direction keeping the upper boundary as a straight horizontal
line. To evaluate the Poisson's ratio and the Young's modulus one
should establish the vertical displacement of a node belonging to the
upper boundary and the elastic deformation energy, respectively. Let
Lx and Ly denote the width and the height of the RUC quarter,
respectively. W stands for the elastic deformation energy while T
denotes the plane stress thickness (Ux has already been introduced
in Fig. 1c as the value of the applied displacement). The effective
Young's modulus reads (see the equation 3 in page 5455 in the
recent paper by Xie and Fan [46]):

Eeff ¼

2 W Lx
:
T Ux2 Ly
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specimen dimensions in the reference state (Lx, Ly, T), substituting sx
by the product ex Eeff and keeping in mind that ex ¼ Ux/Lx, one gets:
W ¼ 1=2 ex Eeff ex Lx Ly T ¼ 1=2ðUx2 Eeff Ly T=Lx Þ: Expressing Eeff
through the other quantities in the latter equality, one immediately
gets the equation (1). (To check the correctness of the equation (1), a
series of extra tests was performed, in which mechanically uniform
rectangular domain of selected values of Eeff and n was stretched.
The values of Young's moduli calculated by using (1) were equal to
the selected ones with the accuracy of 6th decimal place.)
If the vertical component (y) of the displacement of arbitrary top
node is denoted by Uy, then the effective Poisson's ratio for loading
in the horizontal (x) direction reads:


Uy Ly
:
Ux =Lx

neff ¼ 

(2)

The above equation comes directly from the deﬁnition of Poisson's ratio in the xy-plane for loading in the x-direction: n ¼ ey/ex.
An important part of the ﬁnite element (FE) simulation is the
proper discretization of the continuum. It has been observed that
for small values of Lgap together with low Poisson's ratio nmatr / 1
the simulated structures were prone to signiﬁcant numerical error.
The origin of this error was insufﬁcient mesh quality. The latter, in
general, means too low density of mesh, particularly in regions
which undergo the largest deformations. One of such critical regions are the necks of the matrix. The neck's dimension is measured
by the quantity Lgap. For instance, in Fig. 2 there are drawn eight
layers of elements across the neck.
Using uniform mesh with all elements being roughly of the
same size, would be, in principle, a simple and safe strategy for a
large number of elements. However, this approach is very inefﬁcient. Large number of elements requires huge computational resources. A smart distribution of element sizes along the edges
should reduce the overall number of elements keeping the mesh
dense enough in the most sensitive regions and less dense in other
ones. It has been found that the essential feature of a good mesh
(for the discussed structures) is large number of elements within
the necks with relatively coarse mesh inside inclusions. The strain
gradient is the quantity conditioning the mesh density e coarse
mesh is enough to reﬂect only a small strain gradient.
Remark: In the case of empty inclusions (Eincl ¼ 0), which were
calculated as well, there is only the continuum of matrix. Therefore the
constrained nodes were only those of shown in Fig. 1 which belong to
the matrix. This was due to the lack of material in the corners of box.

(1)

As there is neither any reference nor a derivation of the equation
(1) in the paper by Xie and Fan, we sketch a derivation here. One
starts with the deﬁnition of the strain energy per unit volume,
W ¼ 1/2 sx ex [47], where si ¼ ei Eeff denotes the stress, while ei ¼ Ui/Li
stands for the macroscopic strain. Both values are supposed to occur
during the uniaxial stretching. Multiplying this relation by the

Fig. 2. Nonuniform exemplary mesh. Each edge was assigned a bias seed in order to
obtain possibly dense mesh in the narrowest (neck) regions. In this case Lgap/dmin ¼ 8
was chosen in order to make he ﬁgure readable. In the simulations this ratio was 100.
Fig. 3 shows that the convergence tests were performed up to the value dmin ¼ 104.
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The mesh heterogeneity is achieved by using a proper distribution of the nodes along the elliptic arcs, see Fig. 2. To generate a
desired non-uniform mesh, both external (boundaries) and internal
(interface) edges have been divided into segments of varying
length. The sizes of the segments change as in the geometrical
sequence. Parameters dmin and dmax together with the number of
segments deﬁne the sequence:

dmin  the shortest segment;
dmax  the longest segment
on the considered segment. Thus, the ratio of Lgap/dmin deﬁnes the
number of “layers” along the thinnest matrix regions (between the
closest inclusions). Each of 4 edges of length Lgap (this might be
considered the bottleneck thickness) within RUC quarter is divided
in the same way.
The proper choice of values for parameters dmin and dmax ensures a good convergence within satisfying computational time and
resources consumption. In Fig. 3 the convergence of Poisson's ratio
as function of dmin for the constant value dmax ¼ 0.01 is presented. It
can be seen there that when dmin z 0.0002 the accuracy for the
computed neff is better than 0.005 and for Eeff/Ematr is better than
0.0016 when dmax z 0.0002.
In the Appendix A the results obtained for nonuniform meshes
(i.e. with dmax > dmin) are compared with “uniform” ones (i.e. with
dmax ¼ dmin). It can be seen that the agreement between both the
approaches in the limit of inﬁnitely dense mesh is perfect. This
leads to the following set of parameters used for the further simulations: dmin ¼ 2$104 and dmax ¼ 102. This choice implies that for
Lgap ¼ 0.02 the matrix neck is divided into ca. 100 layers of triangular elements (Lgap/dmin ¼ 100). This number might seem to be
overestimated (In fact, as it can be seen in the Appendix A, for Eincl/
Ematr  1 much smaller divisions give the required accuracy.).
However, for extremely small values of Lgap, low values of inclusion
Poisson's ratio, nincl, and low values of the ratio Eincl/Ematr < 102,
such a choice is necessary to provide accurate solutions, see Fig. 3.
In particular, for Eincl ¼ 104 the convergence curve differs from the
others. This behaviour can be considered as a warning pointing out
that low density meshes should be avoided. The nonlinearity of the
dependence shown there seems to have its origin in the fact that in

Fig. 3. Convergence of Poisson's ratio as a function of dmin at ﬁxed dmax ¼ 0.01. Here
nmatr ¼ nincl ¼ 0.99, Ematr ¼ 1. The geometric parameters are: a ¼ 0.09, b ¼ 0.89. The
convergence displays various characteristics depending on the value of Eincl.

the vicinity of Eincl ¼ 104 the derivative vneff =vEincl takes high
values. As such a behaviour could not be excluded a priori for other
Eincl/Ematr values, the nonuniform meshes with dmin z 0.0002 and
dmax z 0.01 were used.
The ﬁnite element method was employed in order to solve the
described boundary value problem. More precisely, ABAQUS/Standard 6.10 [48] was used utilizing CPS3 elements. These elements
represent the plane stress formulation, which, in contrast to the
plane strain theory, admits n to take values from the range 〈1, 1〉.
The latter is characteristic for the pure 2D elasticity. (In particular,
 coefﬁcient in plane stress
the expression for Lame
l ¼ E n=½ð1  nÞð1 þ nÞ [49] determining the limits of n is the same
for plane stress elasticity and pure 2D elasticity.). The large number
of systems with varying geometries and material parameters was
possible to generate and solve thanks to the advantages of Python
scripting interface (part of ABAQUS/Cae). The results presented in
Fig. 4aec (as well as in B1eB2 in the Appendix B) were obtained
with the number of runs equal to 9900.
4. Results and discussion
Eincl/Ematr runs over fourteen orders of magnitude from 108 to
106 using 43 steps in the logarithmic scale. (Two more cases corresponded to voids and perfectly rigid inclusions, respectively.) In
this section the attention is focused on the two extreme geometries
{a ¼ 0.09, b ¼ 0.89} (strongly elliptic) {a ¼ 0.49, b ¼ 0.49} (circular)
as well as the intermediate one {a ¼ 0.29, b ¼ 0.69} which are
shown in Fig. 4a, c b, respectively. More results for elliptic cases can
be seen in the Appendix section e Figs. B1 and B2. Each ﬁgure
consists of four plots in the vertical arrangement presenting various
values of nmatr from 0.99 to 0.49. In turn, each plot consists of two
series of curves corresponding to various values of nincl. The ﬁrst
series of blue lines stands for the effective Poisson's ratio, while the
red series describes the effective Young's modulus. (Colours are
available in the online version.)
As mentioned earlier, the ratio Eincl/Ematr is of great importance.
One can roughly distinguish three cases of the ratio value:
1. the void limit inclusion, Eincl / 0,
2. the homogeneous material (in the sense of Young's modulus),
i.e. Eincl ¼ Ematr,
3. the limit of perfectly rigid inclusion Eincl / ∞.
Between the above cases there are two transition regions,
further referred to as (1e2) and (2e3). These ﬁve cases are discussed below.
Case 1 When Eincl / 0 the inclusions are extremely soft,
approximating a model in which the material of inclusions is
removed. The Poisson's ratio in this limit is very close to 1 and does
not depend on the material parameters. This description is true as
long as a/b s 1 when the rotating rigid units mechanism [11,17] is
present. In Fig. B2c one may notice that the value of effective Poisson's ratio in the void limit is slightly above 1. This is due to the ﬁnite
thickness of the hinge realised by the neck of dimension Lgap. In the
special case a/b ¼ 1, see Fig. 4c the auxeticity originating from the
rotating rigid units mechanism or structural auxeticity is no more
present. In Fig. 5a the results for void inclusions can be seen. In this
simulations the material of inclusion was removed. The plot shows
the dependence of n as a function as the a/b ratio for various values of
Lgap. The asymptotic analysis indicates that in the limit Lgap / 0 the
Poisson's ratio has a jump from 1 to a value close to 0 when a/b / 1.
These results remain in agreement with those presented in [17].
Case 2 Eincl ¼ Ematr represents a composite being uniform in the
term of Young's modulus. In addition, if nincl ¼ nmatr, the material is
completely homogeneous. In this case the effective Poisson's ratio
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Fig. 4. Effective Poisson's ratio, neff, and effective Young's modulus, Eeff/Ematr, as functions of Eincl/Ematr for various nincl and nmatr (see plot legends) for selected geometries (deﬁned by
the parameters a and b). The monotonously increasing curves, roughly grouped in bands, represent the values of Eeff. Any other, i.e. non-monotonously changing curves, represent
the effective PR.

as well as the Young's modulus are of course equal to the material
ones. In Fig. 4 (and Figs. B1 and B2 in the Appendix B) the blue
horizontal lines denote effective PR, neff, for the case Eincl/Ematr ¼ 1
with nincl ¼ nmatr. The curve representing neff for certain value of nincl
equal to nmatr is tangent to the blue horizontal line for Eincl/Ematr ¼ 1.
The effective Young's modulus represented by the red lines series
normalized to Ematr is then close to the value 1 which is obvious.
In the discussed range of values Ematr z Eincl with nincl < nmatr the
closer the ratio a/b to 1 the lower the effective Poisson's ratio of the
composite is. This is because as a/b / 1 for the ﬁxed Lgap, the
volume fraction of “less auxetic” matrix in RUC decreases.
Of special interest is the Case 3. Here the limit of perfectly rigid
inclusions is reached. Fig. 4a for nmatr ¼ 0 (third plot as counted from
the top) reveals an interesting property. The Poisson's ratio (most
right side of the plot) is negative (roughly equal to 0.024), while
both constituents (inclusions and matrix) have non-negative Poisson's ratio. This auxeticity, similarly as in the Case 1, has a structural
origin and it is neither induced by Poisson's ratios of inclusions nor
matrix. For very hard inclusions (Ematr / ∞), like in the case of very
soft (Ematr / 0), the value nincl does not have any inﬂuence on the
effective properties. In the rigid limit the inclusions simply do not
deform. As shown in the Appendix B (Figs. B1a and B1b) the effect of
negative PR, induced by rigid inclusions, vanishes as the ratio a/b
approaches the value 1. This dependence is clearly seen in Fig. 5b. For
certain critical value of a/b ratio the composite built of non-auxetic
materials with rigid inclusions becomes auxetic. What is interesting,
this phenomenon does not vanish for the relatively large values of
Lgap. In turn, Fig. 6 presents the dependence of neff as a function of
Lgap for various values of a/b ratio. The lowest value of neff is achieved
at Lgap z 0.2 and is close to 0.07.

Another interesting aspect of the investigated composites is the
behaviour of effective Poisson's ratio as a function of the matrix
Poisson's ratio (nmatr) in the limit of rigid inclusions, i.e. Eincl / ∞.
This dependence is shown in Fig. 7. A constant value of Lgap ¼ 0.02 is
preserved for all plotted (a, b) pairs. In the inset plot the effective
Poisson's ratio is plotted against log(a/b) for the ﬁxed nmatr ¼ 0.
Between the conﬁgurations (a ¼ 0.24, b ¼ 0.74) and (a ¼ 0.29,
b ¼ 0.69), corresponding the a/b z 0.32 and a/b z 0.42, respectively, the change of neff sign is observed. The auxeticity of the
whole composite in the case of nmatr ¼ 0 is present as along as the a/
b ratio does not exceed the value of ca. a/b ¼ 0.365 (see the inset in
Fig. 7). This ratio corresponds to the inclusion volume fraction
roughly equal to 0.591. Fig. 7 convinces that is it possible to obtain a
negative effective Poisson's ratio for nmatr > 0. What is even more
important, the resulting structure is continuous, i.e. no holes or cuts
are present, and the inclusions are harder than the matrix.
The transitional range of Eincl values between Case 1 and Case 2
denoted as (1e2) is the region where the mechanism of rotating
rigid unit is systematically suppressed. This means that the structural auxeticity gradually vanishes when the value of Eincl/Ematr
increases from 108 to 1. The harder the inclusions (in the sense of
Young's modulus) the more deformation energy in consumed by
them, what in turn interferes with the rotation of square-like
formerly almost rigid units (as compared to void inclusions).
Except the case of a/b ¼ 1 (for nincl  0.0) the increase of effective
Poisson's ratio is observed. The effective Young's modulus also increases in this region, in particular, for the most auxetic inclusions
the effective Young's modulus, Eeff, is large as compared to the other
nincl. This effect (especially noticeable in Fig. 4a) is important
because many auxetics are rather soft materials. An important
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(a)
Fig. 7. The dependence of effective Poisson's ratio as a function of the matrix Poisson's
ratio in the limit of inﬁnitely hard inclusions (Eincl / ∞). The value of nincl in this limit
has no impact on the effective properties since the inclusions do not deform. The inset
ﬁgure helps in estimating of the a/b ratio, for which neff changes sign. Curves in the
black and white printing can be easily identiﬁed: at the point nmatr ¼ 0.99 the lines
are reversely ordered with respect to the legend.

(b)
Fig. 5. The dependence of Poisson's ratio as a function of a/b for various values of Lgap.
Here both nmatr and nincl are equal 0.

A surprising effect is that, for strongly auxetic inclusions, the
effective Poisson's ratio which initially increases with increasing
Eincl/Ematr then decreases when Eincl/Ematr approaches unity. It is
worth to stress that, as seen in Fig. 8, the maximum of the effective
Poisson's ratio moves to lower values of Eincl/Ematr with increasing
auxeticity of the matrix and inclusions. One should add that more
auxetic inclusions imply higher effective Young's modulus in the
vicinity of the mentioned maximum of the Poisson's ratio.
The transitional region between Case 2 and Case 3, denoted as
(2e3), accords with the values of Eincl/Ematr from 1 up to the plateau
attainment. In this region the inclusions are harder than the matrix,
i.e. Eincl > Ematr. The effective Young's modulus continues its
monotonous increase to reach a plateau, which value depends on
the geometry and nmatr only. The effective Poisson's ratio changes
its value depending on the geometry (a/b ratio) and both values nincl
and nmatr. The behaviour of effective Poisson's ratio i (2e3) is in
general non-monotonous.
An analysis of large deformations, leading to nonlinearity has
been also performed in the limit of void inclusions, Eincl / 0, i.e. with

Fig. 6. The dependence of Poisson's ratio as a function of Lgap for various values of a/b
within the rigid inclusion limit. Here as in Fig. 5, both nmatr and nincl are equal 0.

observation is that very soft (Eincl / 0) and very auxetic
(nincl / 1) inclusions give the contribution to the overall composite hardness (Eeff) remaining the effective Poisson's ratio unchanged within a small window of Eincl/Ematr values. Further
increase of Eincl/Ematr causes an increase of both Eeff and neff.

Fig. 8. Effective Poisson's ratio, neff, (blue colour) and effective Young's modulus, Eeff/
Ematr, (red colour) as functions of Eincl/Ematr for strongly auxetic matrices and inclusions. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)
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removed material of inclusions. It should be stressed, that the linear
(Hookean) material is considered, and the only source of the
nonlinearity is the third term in the Green strain tensor:
εij ¼ 1=2ðvUi =vxj þ vUj =vxi þ vUk =vxi vUk =vxj Þ. The results for effective n and E are presented, respectively, in Fig. 9a and b. As one can see
there, Fig. 9a, the effective Poisson's ratio increases with increasing
strain, however, as a/b / 1 for high strains, a slight decrease of the
effective Poisson's ratio is observed. For the effective Young's
modulus, Fig. 9b, the behaviour is similar. The decrease of the effective Young's modulus for more isotropic inclusions (a/b z 1) being
even stronger is still moderate, however. The lower the a/b ratio value
the system is more resistive to changes or, in other words, the system
“keeps” its initial effective properties “longer” during deformation.
This behaviour may be explained on the basis of the theory of rotating
rigid objects [12]. As the a/b ratio is closer to 0 the more rotation of
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rigid units is possible. This means that the lower a/b then the system
deforms through rotation for larger values of the applied strain.
As long as the deformation manifests through rotation, both neff
and Eeff remain low. As the deformation continues, the rotation is
gradually suppressed in favour of the neck (hinges) stretching,
which causes both neff and Eeff increase. In Fig. 9a a rapid increase of
the effective Poisson's ratio as a function of a/b ratio in the limit of
inﬁnitesimally small strain is observed (the jump from pink line
through violet to black). In the limit of Lgap / 0 this change is
described with the Heaviside's step function. For a/b ¼ 1 no rotation
occurs, so no auxeticity is observed.
In most of the simulations presented above the neck thickness
was equal to Lgap ¼ 0.02. For other values of Lgap the qualitative
dependence of neff and Eeff/Ematr on Eincl/Ematr was qualitatively
similar.
The results obtained with ABAQUS/Standard were veriﬁed by
simulations performed in COMSOL Multiphysics. The agreement
was excellent.
5. Conclusion

(a)

Finite Element studies of the effective Poisson's ratio and
Young's modulus corresponding to stresses acting in the x-axis
direction were done for composites with elliptic inclusions. (The
general case of the stress acting in any direction will be a subject of
the future work.) Various parameters of both geometric and material type were considered. It has been found that for very soft
inclusions the dominating mechanism is that of rotating rigid units
what leads to almost perfect auxeticity, i.e. Poisson's ratios close
to 1. In turn, for the opposite limit, i.e. for rigid inclusions, the
auxeticity has been observed as well. Despite it was weaker than in
the case of void ’inclusions', the auxeticity from rigid inclusions can
be of interest from the point of view of potential applications. This
is because its effective Young's modulus is high. So, in both limits of
Eincl the auxeticity can be achieved for the conventional (nonauxetic) materials! What concerns the effective Young's modulus,
the present studies showed that very soft inclusions (Eincl / 0)
with extremely low Poisson's ratio (nincl / 1) can essentially increase the effective Young's modulus. In a range of small Eincl/Ematr
ratios, this increase is accompanied by very low values of neff. When
the Young's modulus of inclusions grows, the price for increasing
Eeff is the reduction of effective auxeticity.
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Appendices
Appendix A

(b)
Fig. 9. Effective Poisson's ratio, neff, and effective Young's modulus, Eeff/Ematr as functions of nominal strain for nmatr ¼ 0 and “void” inclusions (the material of inclusions is
entirely removed) under nonlinear load e large displacement. The numbers in the
legend correspond to the following geometry parameter pairs: 1) a ¼ 0.09, 0.89, 2)
a ¼ 0.14, 0.84, 3) a ¼ 0.19, 0.79, 4) a ¼ 0.24, 0.74, 5) a ¼ 0.29, 0.69, 6) a ¼ 0.34, 0.64, 7)
a ¼ 0.39, 0.59, 8) a ¼ 0.44, 0.54, 9) a ¼ 0.49, 0.49.

In Fig. A1 the convergence for increasing mesh quality,
described with a parameter Lgap/dmin changing from 5 to 800, is
presented. Clearly, the non-uniform mesh generated for parameter
Lgap/dmin ¼ 100 is satisfying for the selected geometrical and material quantities. Moreover, in Figs. A2 and A3 the asymptotic
behaviour for Poisson's ratio and Young's modulus is presented,
respectively. Red circles in the plots show the effective elastic
constants obtained for uniform meshes as a function of 1/nl, i.e. the
reciprocal of number of layers along the neck (nl ≡ Lgap/dmin). Each
blue square in the plot represents the limit of dmin / 0 for ﬁxed
dmax. Finally there are two limits presented by cross symbols:  e
uniform and e non-uniform mesh, where the limit for non-uniform
meshes (the 2nd one) is taken for dmax / 0.
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Fig. A1. Convergence of neff and Eeff/Ematr as obtained within non-uniform meshing for
a ¼ 0.09, b ¼ 0.89, nincl ¼ nmatr ¼ 0.99 and increasing mesh density. The upper,
monotonic curves refer to the right (Young's modulus, red) axis, while the nonmonotonic curves refer to the left (Poisson's ratio, blue) axis. The numbers in the
legend stand for the Lgap/dmin ratio. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. A3. Effective Young's modulus, Eeff/Ematr, as a function of dmax. The symbols as in
Fig. A2.

Appendix B
Fig. A2. Effective Poisson's ratio, neff, as a function of dmax for uniform (red) and nonuniform (blue) meshing rules taken for three different values of Eincl, here a ¼ 0.09,
b ¼ 0.89, while nincl ¼ nmatr ¼ 0.99. The cross symbols (red  and blue) denote the
values of limits of inﬁnitely dense meshes for uniform and non-uniform rules,
respectively. The ﬁts were performed using low order polynomials. Red lines were
ﬁtted intentionally skipping two “worst” points. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Figs. B1 and B2 show the effective Poisson's ratio and Young's
modulus dependence on material properties of the matrix and inclusions for selected intermediate, with respect to those presented
in Fig. 4, geometries of the composite.

A.A. Pozniak et al. / Composites Part B 94 (2016) 379e388
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Fig. B1. neff and Eeff/Ematr as functions of Eincl/Ematr for various nincl and nmatr (see plot legends) for selected geometries (deﬁned by the parameters a and b). In the black and white
printing the distinction between curves representing effective PR and Young's modulus is the same as it was indicated in the caption to Fig. 4.

Fig. B2. neff and Eeff/Ematr as functions of Eincl/Ematr for various nincl and nmatr (see plot legends) for selected geometries (deﬁned by the parameters a and b). In the black and white
printing the distinction between curves representing effective PR and Young's modulus is the same as it was indicated in the caption to Fig. 4.
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